
RECYCLED
COLLECTION
PRINTED & PLAIN



POLYAMIDE
ECOFORRO

LINING - PA(RE) / EA 82/18% - 80 gr.
ECOPOWER

PRINTED & PLAIN - PA(RE) /EA 80/20% - 190 gr.
ECOPAULA

PRINTED  - PA(RE) /EA 75/25% - 150 gr.

POLYESTER
SEAQUAL 190
PRINTED - PES(RE) / EA 85/15% - 190 gr.
SEAQUAL 230
PRINTED - PES(RE) /EA 75/25% - 230 gr.

RECYCLED
PRINTED - PES(RE)/EA 85/15% - 190 gr. 

POLYAMIDE



ECOFORROC

A fine gauge recycled polyamide fabric made of Q-Nova® yarn by Fulgar®.
Fibers obtained reusing waste materials, scraps from production that are 
regenerated through a mechanical process that doesn’t involve any
chemical material and that limits the CO2 emission and the consumption 
of water. 
Presented in solid colours with a rich colour card that meets
the color trends as well as printed, this innovative fabric has the 
same performance and print outcome as virgin polyiamide fibers.

Composición/ Composition | 82%PA-18% EA
                         Ancho/ Width | 150 cm.

       Peso/ Weight | 80 gr./m

Because the inside matters and sustainability too. 
This recycled polyamide lining made of Q-Nova® yarn by Fulgar® 
meets the demand for a sustainable lining not only in black and withe
but with a fantastic and diverse colour card.
The same stretch and resistance as regular lining are kept.

CU1008956CU1008956



ECOPIKE

The teen’s favorite fabric, now in its recycled version.
Made of recycled polyamide Q-Nova® yarn by Fulgar®. 
Presented in solid colours with a rich colour card that meets
the color trends as well as printed, this innovative fabric has the 
same performance and print outcome as virgin polyiamide fibers.

Composición/ Composition | 95%PA-5% EA
                         Ancho/ Width   | 150 cm.

       Peso/ Weight   | 250 gr./m

The best seller structure. The most requested, now comes true. 
It becomes a sustainable structure made of recycled polyamide
Q-Nova® yarn by Fulgar®.
Meets the demand for a sustainable structure not only in black and withe
but with a fantastic and diverse colour card as well as printed. 

CU1008956CU1008956

ECOMAX



A fine gauge recycled polyamide fabric made of Q-Nova® yarn by Fulgar®.
Fibers obtained reusing waste materials, scraps from production that are 
regenerated through a mechanical process that doesn’t involve any
chemical material and that limits the CO2 emission and the 
consumption of water. 
Presented only printed. Light and tense, it provides an excellent coverage.
Ideal for elaborate garment finishes fitting.

CU1008956

ECOPAULA
Composición/ Composition | 75%PA-25% EA
                         Ancho/ Width | 145 cm.

       Peso/ Weight | 150 gr./m

POLYESTER



  SEAQUAL 190 & 230 
Composición/ Composition | 85%PES-15% EA  &   75%PES-25% EA 
                         Ancho/ Width | 145 cm.

       Peso/ Weight  | 190 gr./m & 230 gr./m

Our recycled polyester fabrics made of recycled plastic bottles collected
from the sea. Every year million tons of plastic end up in the sea. Thanks to
a network of fisherman involved in the project of cleaning the sea from 
the marine waste, the plastic found in their fishing nets is collected and
regenerated into polyester by Seaqual™ . Oktex has released two different
polyester fabrics with different composition and weight, both presented
only printed. The same quality and print outcome as traditional polyester.

  RECYCLED 
Composición/ Composition | 85%PES-15% EA 
                         Ancho/ Width | 145 cm.

       Peso/ Weight  | 190 gr./m

A post-consumer recycled polyester fabric made of recycled bottles 
of plastic collected around the world.
Presented only printed with the message that bottles of plastic may have
a second life.



PROCESS PROCESS



A BETTER WAY TO THE FUTURE

159 LITRES OF WATER
ARE SAVED 
FOR EACH KG OF 
Q-NOVA YARN MADE
BY FULGAR.

Concern for the environment, recycling,
in a lifestyle green, zero emissions is one
of the most topical issues and felt by 
companies in the supply chain as well as
final consumers.

For this, Fulgar has developed a highly 
eco-friendly fiber, which aims to achieve
a reduction of CO2 emissions, water 
consumption and the use of energy from
renewable sources.
Q-Nova®  is a fiber obtained exclusively
from environmentally friendly raw materials
and responds to specific traceability
requirements.

The
MCS
Process
The MCS process is a mechanical 
regeneration system, which does not
require the use of chemical materials 
that would jeopardize the sustainability
of the final product.

It is important to underline that the 
raw material used in the production is
only from selected waste of production 
from Fulgar® Italy: these materials could not
be re-used in any  other way, and should be
disposed of as waste externally.

The selected waste material is remelted 
through a mechanical process, that 
regenerates and returns it in the form 
of polymer before moving on to further
processing.

Packaging
Fulgar®  decided to use wooden pallets certified by “ As-soscai ”. This label certified that the pallets 
are made by using wood from certified forests and assembled by 100% renewable energy.

AcquaZERO
ACQUAZERO is a completely revolutionary dyeing process, that guarantees 
bath ratios of 1:3 to replace the previous standard 1:10/12.



TOGETHER
FOR A
CLEAN OCEAN
EVERY YEAR,  12  MILLION TONS OF PLA S TIC
IS DUMPED INTO OUR OCEANS.

w w w . s e a q u a l . o r g

SEAQUAL is  as an In i t iat ive to chal lenge 
Plast ic  Pol lut ion and clean the oceans f rom Marine L i t ter.

SEAQUAL col laborat ive model  involves NGO’s ,  F ishermen,  Researchers ,
Scient is ts ,  Author i t ies and Pr ivate Stakeholders .

SEAQUAL revalues post-consumer waste lost  in  the environment 
promoting and suppor t ing c leaning in i t iat ives ,  engaging industr ies and consumers .  

SEAQUAL In i t iat ive helps local  communit ies ,
inspires people to l ive in a waste f ree environment ,  dr iven towards c i rcular i t y.

W H Y ?

WE BELIEVE IN L IVING IN
A WASTE FREE ENVIRONMENT.

H O W ?

WE SUPPORT CLEANING PROGRAMS,
ENGAGE INDUSTRIES AND INSPIRE 
CONSUMERS TO HELP REVALUE 
POST-CONSUMER WASTE LOST 
IN THE ENVIRONMENT.

W H AT ?

BEAUTIFUL NEW PRODUCTS 
CREATED WITH CERTIF IED UPCYCLED
WASTE FROM THE ENVIRONMENT.

SEAQUAL F iber is  a  premium 100% recycled polyester  f iber  made in par t  f rom plast ic  mar ine waste 
retr ieved by f isherman from the ocean depths.
Seaqual  has establ ished a prowing net work to har vest  our  raw mater ia l .  F isherman br in plast ic  waste 
caught in  ther  nets  to shore,  where i t  i s  col lected and transpor ted to specia l is t  centers .
The waste is  c leaned,  sor ted and cleaned again before being up-cycled into f iber  to be used
in susta inable fabr ics of  the highest  qual i t y.

These f ibers are avai lable in a var iet y of  s izes and f in ishes in both cont inuous f i lament and taple f iber.  
I t  can be used in a mult i tude of  appl icat ions f rom apparel  and home furnishing to automotive
upholster y and non-wovens.



Oktex Del Punto S.L. company is specialised in the sourcing and development of new 
weft knitted fabrics mainly for swimwear and has always been committed to the enviroment
protection and preservation.

Oktex implement the “eco-friendly vision” in all production processes, begining with 
the selection of the raw materials to knitting, dyeing, printing and finishing.

The willing to contribute to preserve the environment and the constant implementation of the 
environmental management system are focused to guarantee:

- The fulfillment of the laws regulating the environment subject.
- The selection of the raw materials trying to select recycled ones.
- The reduction of the industrial waste, the consumption of the water and energy 
  optimizing the management of the resources.
- The reduction of CO2 emissions improving the technology of the air filtration systems.
- The continual control to avoid water treated waste.

Oktex loves the sea, the planet and all its inhabitants. In order to protect 
the marine flora and fauna and with the awareness that also fashion 
has to play part to it, Millenium Fabrics was born, a collection of fabrics 
made of recycled plastics removed from the depths of the sea and with 
irregular raw materials that would have been thrown out.

Polyester fabrics produced with Seaqual™  and Polyamide ones with Q-Nova®.

In the production process, 40% in water consumption, 50% of energy 
and 60% in CO2 emissions are saved.

We take care of the ecosystem. Together, saving the environment is possible.

Save the planet. Save the beach.

What is..                                                                             
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